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Diagram:
- **main**
- **foo** connected to **bar** and **goo**
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- User must figure out what callgraph to use
  - CHA and RTA are fast but imprecise
  - Using pointer analysis (kcfa, kobj) are precise but not scalable
- User must write different analyses for answering each kind of queries
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- General framework to answer many different kinds of queries
  - Users do not need to write custom analyses
- To give a precise answer for a query, don’t need callgraph that is precise everywhere
  - Only need to focus on parts of callgraph that are relevant to the query
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- General query language for describing queries on control flow properties
- Refinement-based algorithm for answering control flow queries
- Only refine parts of callgraph relevant to the query
Overview
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- Our query language: regular expression
- Examples written in our query language

```
main → foo
main → .* → foo
.*(!foo)* → bar
```
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- Focus on graph that is relevant to the query

foo \rightarrow .* \rightarrow bar

Relevant part!

callgraph
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Example

```java
void main(...) {
    A x;   A y;
    if (...) x = new A();
    y = new B();
    else x = new B();
    y = new C();
    x.foo();
}
```
Example - Step 1
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- Convert Query to Query Automaton

Query: Can A:foo transitively call C:bar?

\[.* \rightarrow (A:foo) \rightarrow .* (C:bar)\]
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- If intersection is non-empty: callgraph may have spurious edges and we need to refine
- Performing min-cut on product automaton to minimize \# points-to queries

Weight on the edges are either 1 or infinite.
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Example - Step 4

- Refine Product automaton via min-cut and demand-driven pointer analysis

```c
void main(...) {
    A x;
    A y;
    if (...) x = new A();
    y = new B();
    else x = new B();
    y = new C();
    x.foo();
}
```

Answer: NO!
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- Geohash
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- APG
- BitcoinWallet
- MyTrack

- CHA
- KOBJ
- EXPLORER

N/A
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Practical

http://fredfeng.github.io/explorer/
Thank you!
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